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men will meet the Crimson of Harvard at 7:30 p.m., and the Hesoppin skill show will follow in Rockwell Cage.

Professor William C. Greeno of the English Department has been engaged as master of ceremonies for the program which will include seven-minute skits presented by various living groups.
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THE OPEN DOOR POLICY

Demmit, if it's good enough for China, it's good enough for Technology.

PSSF Travelers Investigate How Submerged Three Lives

By OIL W. EAVES, JR.

PSSF: June 1 to 3

Introduction

We were welcomed at the airport on the outskirts of Schmol, the capital of Depravia, by the foreign minister, Mr. Andrew Price, who drove us off to his personal buggy drawn by two magnificent horses, to the quarters we were to occupy for the next two days. All transportation in this quaint country is by horse since the state of technology has not reached the level necessary to support automobile factories or even permit the importation of any automobiles. We passed through some of the richest farmland we have seen on our entire trip, but since horses and corn, equivalent to our poor man's oat, are comparative luxuries, the land is plowed by the men by hilling their women to the agricultural implements.

Our quarters were located in the Imperial Palace, the only building in the country capable of passing as a hotel since no other structure, with the exception of the railway station, have running water. We were forced to share the only bathroom with the king, queen, and two princesses who continually embarrased us by shouting "Open the door, Verman!"

The Economy

Depravia's economy is based on the truffles. They produce a tremendous exportable surplus of truffles and are the only nation in the world who do not have a truffle political. Politically they are a beneficent despotism, give their truffles to the king who has direct control over the Depravia Trading Corporation. The NYT sells the truffles abroad and imports the necessaries of life which it distributes to the people. Gratia is life.

Foreign Affairs

The Depravites standards of living are so low that it is the one nation in Europe which has absolutely abolished a third world war. As Mr. Price put it to us inquiring Depravites, a fast dying language "tech murder, it degenerates." Translated, this means: "Robots would take us as a gift, so whom bother to labor?" They strongly advocate the Manhattan Plan, and currently have a bid in for $20,000,000.

(To be continued next Tuesday)
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having a good-looking cow crossing you when you're ready to make your shot.

Also contributing to the squad's success was a revolutionary new method for shooting tiddlywinks developed through the cooperation of the Mathematics Department of the Institute. The method is based on topological theory, and caught the tiddlywinks completely by surprise.

It is understood that the team is planning a trip to the East Indies during next Spring’s vacation, to engage the outstanding tiddlywinkers of that region in a contest for next year's season. The schedule has been completed, and will be approved as soon as the financial arrangements can be made by the A.A.